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� Audit Evidence (SA 500);

� Specific Considerations for Selected Items (SA 501);

� External Confirmations (SA 505);

� Initial Audit Engagements – Opening balances (SA 510);

� Analytical Procedures (SA 520);

� Audit Sampling (SA 530);� Audit Sampling (SA 530);

� Auditing Accounts Estimates Including Fair Value Accounting 
Estimates and Related Disclosures (SA 540);

� Related Parties (SA 550);

� Subsequent Events (SA 560);

� Going Concern (SA 570);

� Written Representations (SA 580)



� SA effective for audits of FS for periods beginning on or after 
1 April 2009

� The objective is to design and perform audit procedures in a 
way so as to enable an auditor to obtain sufficient and 
appropriate audit evidence that supports the audit opinion;

� Explains what constitutes an audit evidence in an audit of FS 
and lays down an auditor’s responsibility to design and and lays down an auditor’s responsibility to design and 
perform audit procedures to obtain appropriate and sufficient 
audit evidence that supports the conclusions;

� SA applies to all the audit evidence obtained during the 
course of the audit unlike other SA’s which deal with specific 
aspects of the audit



A few definitionsA few definitionsA few definitionsA few definitions

� Accounting records: records of initial accounting entries and 
supporting documents.  E.g. general ledger, subsidiary ledgers, 
bank book, records of electronic fund transfers, sales invoices, 
vendor invoices, contracts, agreements;

� Appropriateness: measure of quality of audit evidence, relevance 
and reliability to support conclusions;

� Audit evidence: information used by the auditor in arriving at the 
conclusions on which the audit opinion is based (information 

� Audit evidence: information used by the auditor in arriving at the 
conclusions on which the audit opinion is based (information 
includes accounting records as well as information supporting 
the accounting transactions);

� Sufficiency: measure of the quantity of audit evidence.  The 
quantity directly depends upon the auditor’s assessment of risk 
of material misstatements and the quality of audit evidence;

� Management’s expert: An individual or an organisation having 
expertise in any field other than audit and accounting, whose 
work is used by management of an entity in preparing the FS



Sufficient and appropriate audit evidenceSufficient and appropriate audit evidenceSufficient and appropriate audit evidenceSufficient and appropriate audit evidence

� Aim is to reduce the audit risk to an acceptably low levels;

� Cumulative and gathered from the performing all the audit 
procedures during the course of the audit;

� Previous audits;

� Firm’s quality control procedures for acceptance & continuance;

� Accounting records and supporting documents;

� Work of the management’s expert;� Work of the management’s expert;

� Information that supports and corroborates management’s 
assertions;

� Information that contradicts management’s assertions;

� Absence of information/management’s refusal of providing 
information.

Sufficiency and appropriateness of audit evidence go hand in hand Sufficiency and appropriateness of audit evidence go hand in hand Sufficiency and appropriateness of audit evidence go hand in hand Sufficiency and appropriateness of audit evidence go hand in hand 
and are interand are interand are interand are inter----related.related.related.related.



Lets talk about sufficiency and appropriateness of audit Lets talk about sufficiency and appropriateness of audit Lets talk about sufficiency and appropriateness of audit Lets talk about sufficiency and appropriateness of audit 
evidenceevidenceevidenceevidence
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Sufficient and appropriate audit evidence: key factorsSufficient and appropriate audit evidence: key factorsSufficient and appropriate audit evidence: key factorsSufficient and appropriate audit evidence: key factors

RelevanceRelevanceRelevanceRelevance

� Audit assertions;

� Purpose of the audit procedure;

� Direction of testing

ReliabilityReliabilityReliabilityReliability

Independent sources;� Independent sources;

� Robust controls implemented by management (preparation 
and maintenance)

� Obtained directly by the auditor;

� Documentary form v/s oral representations;

� Original documents v/s photo copies/fax/scans

Accuracy & completenessAccuracy & completenessAccuracy & completenessAccuracy & completeness



How does an auditor obtain audit evidenceHow does an auditor obtain audit evidenceHow does an auditor obtain audit evidenceHow does an auditor obtain audit evidence
� Test of controls: 
◦ Testing the design effectiveness and operating effectiveness of controls
◦ Prevention, detection of misstatements;
◦ Conditions indicating existing of controls or absence of controls

� Substantive procedures: 
◦ Inquiry: seeking information from knowledgeable persons within/outside 
the entity (corroboration is key);

◦ Inspection: documents/records/assets;
◦ Observation: process/procedure performed/inventory counts/fixed asset ◦ Observation: process/procedure performed/inventory counts/fixed asset 
physical verification;

◦ Confirmation: external or internal: account balances, transactions, terms 
of contract/agreement, status of legal matters/cases, absence of certain 
conditions;

◦ Recalculation: interest expense/income, depreciation;
◦ Re-performance: independent execution of certain procedures;
◦ Analytical procedures: evaluation of financial information by a study of 
plausible relationships between financial and non financial data.  Prior 
year/current year comparison and analysis of fluctuations, trend analysis.

Are these procedures performed individually provide sufficient and appropriate 
audit evidence or performed in combination?



Management’s expertManagement’s expertManagement’s expertManagement’s expert

An individual or an organisation having expertise in any field 
other than audit and accounting, whose work is used by 
management of an entity in preparing the FS

Areas requiring management’s expert:Areas requiring management’s expert:Areas requiring management’s expert:Areas requiring management’s expert:

Valuation of entity/division/business;� Valuation of entity/division/business;

� Actuarial valuations/calculations;

� Technical evaluations (life and capacity of machinery, 
engineering data);

� Valuation of financial instruments (MTM)



Management’s expertManagement’s expertManagement’s expertManagement’s expert

� Factors that affect audit procedures:
◦ Nature & complexity of the subject matter for which the expert has been 
employed;

◦ ROMM in the matter;

◦ Alternative sources of audit evidence;

◦ Nature, scope and objectives of the expert’s work;

◦ Terms of engagement of the expert;◦ Terms of engagement of the expert;

◦ Extent of management’s control/influence over expert’s work;

◦ Whether expert is subject to technical professional standards/professional 
code of conduct;

◦ Nature and extent of controls on the area where an the expert’s work is 
outsourced;

◦ Auditor’s knowledge of the subject and previous experience with the 
expert



Management’s expertManagement’s expertManagement’s expertManagement’s expert

� Auditor’s duties in respect of work of the management expert 
to be used as an audit evidence:
◦ Evaluate the competence, capabilities ad objectivity of the management 
expert

◦ Obtain an understanding of the work of the management’s expert;

◦ Evaluate the appropriateness of that expert’s work as audit evidence for 
the relevant assertion.

� Competence, Capabilities and Objectivity
◦ Competence: nature and level of expertise (qualification and experience);

◦ Capability: the ability to exercise/apply the competence to the work in the 
circumstances (geographic location, available time and resources);

◦ Objectivity: ability to maintain independence while performing one’s 
duties/bias free judgement;

The competence, capability and objectivity of management’s expert and The competence, capability and objectivity of management’s expert and The competence, capability and objectivity of management’s expert and The competence, capability and objectivity of management’s expert and 
controls within the entity over the expert’s work are key factors in relation to controls within the entity over the expert’s work are key factors in relation to controls within the entity over the expert’s work are key factors in relation to controls within the entity over the expert’s work are key factors in relation to 
the reliability of any information produced by the management’s expert.the reliability of any information produced by the management’s expert.the reliability of any information produced by the management’s expert.the reliability of any information produced by the management’s expert.



Management’s expertManagement’s expertManagement’s expertManagement’s expert

� How does an auditor assess competence, capability and 
objectivity of a management’s expert
◦ Experience with the expert’s work on other client assignments;

◦ Discussions with the expert;

◦ Discussions with other who have worked with the expert before;

◦ Knowledge of the expert’s qualifications, membership of professional 
bodies, industry association;

◦ External recognition◦ External recognition

◦ Books or papers written by the expert;

◦ Evaluation/analysis of management expert’s work by the auditor’s expert;

◦ Assessment of threats to management expert’s work;

◦ Knowledge of relevant accounting requirements, consistency of  
assumptions, methods and models to the relevant requirements;

◦ Agreement/contract/engagement letter and terms thereof;

◦ Scope of work of the expert;

◦ Information/data supporting the expert’s work;

◦ Deliverables/report of the expert: reasonableness and consistency with 
other audit evidence.



Management’s expertManagement’s expertManagement’s expertManagement’s expert

� Is the management expert’s work subject to any 
professional or technical or ethical standards?

� Threats: self interest (financial, business relationships and 
provision of other services), advocacy, familiarity, self 
review and intimidation

What are the safeguards to the threats?� What are the safeguards to the threats?

� Reassess the competence, capability and objectivity in 
case of change in circumstances, unexpected events and 
change in conditions.



Selection of items for testingSelection of items for testingSelection of items for testingSelection of items for testing

� 100% testing: 
◦ For a class of transactions or account balance;

◦ Mostly small number of large value items;

◦ Assessed risk: significant;

◦ Repetitive nature of calculation performed automatically;

◦ Weak control environment.

� Specific items:
◦ Specific characteristics such as one off transactions, history of error, unusual;◦ Specific characteristics such as one off transactions, history of error, unusual;

◦ High value items;

◦ Key items over a certain threshold.

� Audit sampling:
◦ Enables conclusions to be drawn about the whole population;

◦ Statistical sampling or judgemental sampling.

The application of any one or combination of the above is 
judgemental and depends on circumstances.



� SA effective for audits of FS for periods beginning on or after SA effective for audits of FS for periods beginning on or after SA effective for audits of FS for periods beginning on or after SA effective for audits of FS for periods beginning on or after 
1 April 2009;1 April 2009;1 April 2009;1 April 2009;

� Scope and ObjectiveScope and ObjectiveScope and ObjectiveScope and Objective: 
◦ Auditor’s responsibilities regarding accounting estimates 
(including fair value accounting estimates) recognised or disclosed 
in the FSin the FS

◦ Obtain sufficient and appropriate audit evidence whether in the 
context of applicable financial reporting framework or otherwise 
that 1) accounting estimates (including fair value accounting 
estimates) either recognised in the FS or disclosed, are 
reasonable; and 2) related disclosures in the FS are adequate.



Definitions:Definitions:Definitions:Definitions:

� Accounting estimate: 
An approximation of a monetary amount in the absence of a precise means 
of measurement.  Includes an amount measured at fair value where there is 
estimation uncertainty.

� Auditor’s point estimate or range:
The amount or range of amounts derived based on audit evidence used in The amount or range of amounts derived based on audit evidence used in 
evaluating management’s point estimate

� Estimation uncertainty:
The susceptibility of an accounting estimate and related disclosures to an 
inherent lack of precision in its measurement

� Management bias:
Lack of neutrality by management in preparation and presentation of 
information;



Definitions:Definitions:Definitions:Definitions:

� Management’s point estimate: 
The amount selected by management for recognition or disclosure in the FS 
for an accounting estimate

� Outcome of an accounting estimate:
The actual monetary amount which results from the resolution of the 
underlying transactions addressed by the accounting estimate:underlying transactions addressed by the accounting estimate:

� Events; and/or

� Conditions.

� Observable data:
� Data publicly available: interest rates, exchange rates

� Fair value accounting estimates
� Fair value accounting is an approach to measurement of assets and 

liabilities that seeks to capture changes in their values over time.



Definitions:Definitions:Definitions:Definitions:

� Fair value accounting : 
� Fair value is an amount at which an asset could be exchanged or a liability 

could be settled between knowledgeable and willing parties in an arm’s 
length transaction;

� Under the fair value measurement approach, assets and liabilities are re-
measured periodically to reflect changes in their value, with the resulting measured periodically to reflect changes in their value, with the resulting 
change impacting either in the statement of profit & loss for the period or 
equity as applicable;

� Called marked to market accounting;

� The notion of fair value is intuitive when applied to quoted investments 
such as listed securities, bonds, commodities etc, carried in the balance 
sheet at current market value;

� Other measurement methods are gaining importance that include use of 
models and/or specialised opinions or valuation models, say for for non 
quoted investments and other assets (called marked to model accounting)



Definitions:Definitions:Definitions:Definitions:

� Fair value accounting  in the context of Financial Reporting 
frameworks:
◦ Some prescribe measurement, presentation and disclosure requirements 

to be included in the FS, notes to accounts or in supplementary 
information;

◦ Permit certain measurements using fair values at the option of the entity ◦ Permit certain measurements using fair values at the option of the entity 
given that certain criteria are met;

◦ Prescribe specific method for determining fair values;

◦ Permit a choice of method for determining fair value;

◦ Provide no guidance on the measurement or disclosure requirements 
other than their use being evident through custom or practice

In all fair value accounting models, the basic assumption is that the entity is 
a going concern without any intentions to liquidate, curtail materially the 
scale of its operations.  Accordingly, fair values do not represent values 
arising out of forced transactions, involuntary liquidation or distress sale.



Nature of accounting estimates:Nature of accounting estimates:Nature of accounting estimates:Nature of accounting estimates:
◦ Financial statement items that cannot be measured precisely but can only be 

estimated due to uncertainties inherent in business operations;

◦ Nature and reliability of information available to management to support the 
making of an accounting estimate varies widely and affects the degree of 
estimation uncertainty involved;

◦ Degree of uncertainty affects ROMM;

◦ Specific characteristics of certain assets or liabilities or method of ◦ Specific characteristics of certain assets or liabilities or method of 
measurement prescribed by Financial Reporting framework give rise to 
accounting estimates;

◦ Accounting estimates are therefore susceptible to unintentional or intentional 
management bias;

◦ Accounting estimates with low estimation uncertainty: smaller entities, 
entities having less complex business transactions, estimates arising out of 
routine transactions and are frequent in nature, arising from data publicly 
available (interest rates, exchange rates) 



Nature of accounting estimates:Nature of accounting estimates:Nature of accounting estimates:Nature of accounting estimates:
◦ Fair value accounting estimates where the measurement method prescribed 

by the Financial Reporting framework is simple and can be applied easily to 
assets or liabilities have low estimation uncertainty;

◦ Estimates where the measurement methods are well known or generally 
accepted given that the inputs to the measurement are observable, have low 
estimation uncertainty;

◦ Estimates based on significant assumptions tend to have very high level of ◦ Estimates based on significant assumptions tend to have very high level of 
estimation uncertainty.  For example outcome of litigations, derivative 
financial instruments not publicly traded, where highly developed 
measurement models are used where the inputs are not observable.  
Estimation uncertainty also depends upon subjectivity of assumptions 
underlying the model;

◦ Not all estimates involve estimation uncertainty, especially where information 
is readily available in the public domain, say prices at which the asset would 
reliably trade in the active market.  For example value of securities publicly 
traded.



Measurement objectives of accounting estimates
� Depend upon the nature of the financial item being measured and applicable 

financial reporting framework;

� Forecast the outcome of one or more transactions, events or conditions 
resulting in making an accounting estimate.  E.g. outcome of a legal case or a 
demand notice

� Value of a current transaction or financial statement item based on 
conditions prevalent on the measurement date.  E.g. estimated market price conditions prevalent on the measurement date.  E.g. estimated market price 
for a type of asset or liability 

Estimation involves making judgements based on information 
available at the time of preparation of the financial statements.  

Judgements include making assumptions about future 
uncertainties existing at the time of making estimation.



Examples of accounting estimates:Examples of accounting estimates:Examples of accounting estimates:Examples of accounting estimates:
◦ Provision for bad & doubtful debtors;

◦ Provision for obsolescence of inventory;

◦ Retirement benefit liabilities;

◦ Warranty provisions;

◦ Litigations and claims;

◦ Method of depreciation;

◦ Useful lives of fixed assets;◦ Useful lives of fixed assets;

◦ Provision against carrying amount of investments;

◦ Outcome of long term contracts;

◦ Complex financial instruments not publicly traded (fair value accounting 
estimate);

◦ Share based payments (fair value accounting estimate);

◦ Assets acquired in a business combination such as goodwill and intangible 
assets (software systems) (fair value accounting estimate);

◦ Property/plant held for disposal (fair value accounting estimate).



Auditor’s responsibilities (what is required of an auditor):Auditor’s responsibilities (what is required of an auditor):Auditor’s responsibilities (what is required of an auditor):Auditor’s responsibilities (what is required of an auditor):

� Risk assessment procedures and related activities;

� Identifying and assessing the ROMM;

� Response to ROMM;

� Substantive procedures to respond to significant risks;

� Estimation uncertainty;

Recognition & measurement criteria;� Recognition & measurement criteria;

� Evaluation of the reasonableness of the accounting estimates 
and determining misstatements;

� Disclosures related to accounting estimates;

� Indicators of management bias;

� Written representations; and

� Documentation



Risk assessment procedures and related activities:Risk assessment procedures and related activities:Risk assessment procedures and related activities:Risk assessment procedures and related activities:
◦ Understand the requirements of the applicable Financial Reporting framework 

relevant to accounting estimates and related disclosures (AS 29);

◦ Management’s process of identification of transactions, events and 
conditions giving rise to the need to make accounting estimates and related 
disclosures;

◦ Change in circumstances from prior year that may give rise to change in 
measurement of existing accounting estimates and recognition & disclosure measurement of existing accounting estimates and recognition & disclosure 
of new accounting estimates;

◦ Management’s methods of measurement of accounting estimates and source 
of data supporting the same (prescribed by Financial Reporting framework or 
otherwise);



Risk assessment procedures and related activities:Risk assessment procedures and related activities:Risk assessment procedures and related activities:Risk assessment procedures and related activities:
◦ Controls implemented by management for the “accounting estimation” 

process and operating effectiveness of the same:

� Competency and experience of the personnel making accounting estimates;

� Selection of methods of measurements, models, maintenance and periodic validity of 
integrity of the model;

� Source of data used for estimation, accuracy, relevance and completeness of the data;

� Segregation of duties (owners of transactions and makers of estimates)� Segregation of duties (owners of transactions and makers of estimates)

� Approval of estimates

◦ Whether work of an expert has been used;

◦ Understanding the assumptions underlying the estimates and analysis 
thereof:

� Significant assumptions;

� Relevant to the estimate/s;

� Complete;

� Consistent (prior year, business environment and external environment).



Risk assessment procedures and related activities:Risk assessment procedures and related activities:Risk assessment procedures and related activities:Risk assessment procedures and related activities:
� In case of fair value accounting estimates, assumptions reflect what knowledgeable 

and willing parties would use in determining the fair value of an asset to be 
exchanged or a liability to be settled in an arm’s length transaction;

� Assumptions will be specific and will vary with the characteristics of 
assets/liabilities to be valued, the valuation method used and the requirements of 
the applicable financial reporting framework;

� The extent of subjectivity of an assumption (whether it is observable or not) � The extent of subjectivity of an assumption (whether it is observable or not) 
influences the degree of estimation uncertainty of an estimate.

◦ Management’s assessment of estimation uncertainty;

◦ Inquiries of management: knowledgeable personnel;

◦ Overall understanding of client’s business, types of transactions and 
accounts to which the accounting estimates relate (recurring or non-
recurring/unusual transactions. 



Identifying and assessing the Identifying and assessing the Identifying and assessing the Identifying and assessing the ROMM and responding to ROMM:ROMM and responding to ROMM:ROMM and responding to ROMM:ROMM and responding to ROMM:
◦ Assess the degree of estimation uncertainty associated with the accounting 

estimate;

◦ Any of the accounting estimates identified as having a high degree of 
estimation uncertainty giving rise to significant risks.  For example results of 
auditor’s review of accounting estimates made in the prior year financial 
statements indicate significant difference between the amount of original 
estimate and the actual outcome;estimate and the actual outcome;

◦ In some cases, the degree of estimation uncertainty is so high that the 
estimate cannot be made.  Financial Reporting framework preclude 
recognition of such items.  Risks relate to disclosures of such items;

◦ Cases where estimation uncertainty of an accounting estimate is so high as to 
cast a doubt about the entity’s ability to continue as a going concern 

◦ Respond to ROMM with a combination of test of controls and substantive 
procedures (at financial statement level and assertion level)



Estimation Estimation Estimation Estimation uncertaintyuncertaintyuncertaintyuncertainty:

The degree of estimation uncertainty for an accounting estimate 
can vary due to:
◦ The extent to which the estimate depends on judgement (outcome of a 

litigation or timing & extent of future cashflows);

◦ Sensitivity of the estimate to change in assumptions;

◦ Length of the forecast period and relevance of past year’s data in preparing ◦ Length of the forecast period and relevance of past year’s data in preparing 
the forecast future events;

◦ Availability of reliable data from external sources;

◦ The extent to which the accounting estimate is based on observable or 
unobservable inputs;

◦ The actual or expected magnitude of the estimate;

◦ The recorded amount of accounting estimate v/s auditor’s expectation;

◦ Whether an expert’s work has been used by management in making the 
accounting estimate



Estimation Estimation Estimation Estimation uncertaintyuncertaintyuncertaintyuncertainty:

Auditor’s consideration of management’s assessment of 
estimation uncertainty
◦ Whether management has considered alternative assumptions or outcomes, 

say by performing a sensitivity analysis, to determine the effect of changes in 
the assumptions of an accounting estimate;

◦ How management determines the accounting estimate when analysis ◦ How management determines the accounting estimate when analysis 
indicates a number of outcome scenarios;

◦ Whether management monitors the outcomes of accounting estimates made 
in the prior period and whether management has appropriately responded to 
the outcome scenarios.



Recognition & measurement Recognition & measurement Recognition & measurement Recognition & measurement criteria:criteria:criteria:criteria:
� Estimates recognised: whether the measurement of the accounting estimate is 

sufficiently reliable to meet the recognition criteria;

� Estimates not recognised: whether the recognition criteria have been met or 
otherwise.  If not met, whether appropriate disclosures of the circumstances 
have been made in the FS;

� Whether there’s a need to draw the reader’s attention to the significant 
uncertainty by adding Emphasis of Matter paragraph in the auditor’s reportuncertainty by adding Emphasis of Matter paragraph in the auditor’s report



Evaluation of the reasonableness of the accounting estimates Evaluation of the reasonableness of the accounting estimates Evaluation of the reasonableness of the accounting estimates Evaluation of the reasonableness of the accounting estimates 
and determining and determining and determining and determining misstatements:misstatements:misstatements:misstatements:
� The outcome of an accounting estimate will mostly be different from the 
recorded amount.  Such a difference does not necessarily represent a 
misstatement in the FS.  For example, fair value accounting estimates where 
outcome differs due to conditions and events subsequent to the measurement 
and recognition date;

� The auditor is not responsible for predicting any future conditions, transactions 
or events, if known at the time of audit, might have significantly affected the 
assumptions underlying the estimate and the amount of estimate itself;

� An auditor should analyse the difference between amount of the estimate and 
actual outcome and understand and identify the reasons for such differences.  
Representation of reasonableness of management’s estimation process and 
possible management bias



Management bias:Management bias:Management bias:Management bias:
� Financial reporting frameworks calls for neutrality which is “no bias”, however 

estimates are prone to influence of management judgement;

� Management judgement can take form of intentional or unintentional 
management bias which result in subjectivity in estimates;

� Management bias can be fraudulent in nature as a result, estimates are 
susceptible to risks of fraud and management override of controls;

� Intentional or unintentional management bias are inherent in their decisions;

� Prior audit experience give indications of management bias which can be 
used in risk assessment and planning audit procedures to audit estimates

� Management bias can be difficult to detect or identify at an account level, it 
may reflect in overall accounting estimates or group of accounting estimates;

� Management bias could get evident over a period of years’ of audit 
experience with them.



Indicators of management bias:Indicators of management bias:Indicators of management bias:Indicators of management bias:
� Management philosophy and overall control environment;

� Overall decision making by management;

� Changes in accounting estimates or changes in measurement criteria, 
methods by management which are purely subjective in nature;

� Use of entity’s own assumptions to make fair value accounting estimates, 
which are not consistent with the observable inputs/assumptions;which are not consistent with the observable inputs/assumptions;

� Selection of significant assumptions that lead to a point estimate that is 
favourable to management



Written Written Written Written representationsrepresentationsrepresentationsrepresentations and documentation:and documentation:and documentation:and documentation:
� Nature and magnitude of estimation uncertainty;

� Appropriateness of the measurement process, underlying assumptions, 
models used by management;

� That the assumptions appropriately reflect management’s intent and ability to 
carry out specific courses of action in the future

� Disclosures related to accounting estimates are appropriate and complete� Disclosures related to accounting estimates are appropriate and complete

� No subsequent event (after the balance sheet date and before the report sign 
off date) that requires a modification/adjustment to the amount of estimate 
and disclosures included in the FS;

� Documentation: indicators of possible management bias, if any, identified 
during the audit process, auditor’s risk assessment and consequent response, 
audit procedures adopted to respond to the risk assessment and results of 
work done/conclusion.



Related parties, due to their ability to exert control or significant Related parties, due to their ability to exert control or significant Related parties, due to their ability to exert control or significant Related parties, due to their ability to exert control or significant 
influence, are in a position to exercise dominant influence over influence, are in a position to exercise dominant influence over influence, are in a position to exercise dominant influence over influence, are in a position to exercise dominant influence over 
the entity and its management.the entity and its management.the entity and its management.the entity and its management.

Consideration of such a behaviour is relevant when identifying Consideration of such a behaviour is relevant when identifying Consideration of such a behaviour is relevant when identifying Consideration of such a behaviour is relevant when identifying 
and assessing the risk of material misstatement due to and assessing the risk of material misstatement due to and assessing the risk of material misstatement due to and assessing the risk of material misstatement due to fraud. 



Who is a related party?Who is a related party?Who is a related party?Who is a related party?
◦ An entity or individual who exercises control or significant influence on 
another entity is a related party to that another entity or both are parties 
related to each other

� What is control?What is control?What is control?What is control?
◦ Power to govern the financial or operating policies of an entity so as to 
obtain benefits from the activities

� What is significant influence?What is significant influence?What is significant influence?What is significant influence?� What is significant influence?What is significant influence?What is significant influence?What is significant influence?
◦ Power to participate and influence the financial and operating policy 
decisions of an entity

� How do you demonstrate a control or significant influence?How do you demonstrate a control or significant influence?How do you demonstrate a control or significant influence?How do you demonstrate a control or significant influence?
◦ Direct/indirect equity holdings/other financial interest;

◦ Part of key management personnel;

◦ Part of those charged with governance;

◦ Having a significant business relationship;

◦ Close family member of KMP or those charged with governance 



� SA effective for audit of FS beginning or after 1 April 2010;SA effective for audit of FS beginning or after 1 April 2010;SA effective for audit of FS beginning or after 1 April 2010;SA effective for audit of FS beginning or after 1 April 2010;

� Deals with an auditor’s responsibilities regarding related party Deals with an auditor’s responsibilities regarding related party Deals with an auditor’s responsibilities regarding related party Deals with an auditor’s responsibilities regarding related party 
relationships and transactions while performing an audit of FS;relationships and transactions while performing an audit of FS;relationships and transactions while performing an audit of FS;relationships and transactions while performing an audit of FS;

� Nature of related party relationships:Nature of related party relationships:Nature of related party relationships:Nature of related party relationships:
◦ Related parties are not independent of each other;

◦ Related parties could operate through a close and complex relationship 
matrix and structures leading to complexity of transactions;

◦ Higher risk of material misstatements of the FS due to higher risk of fraud 
and/or misappropriation of assets/resources;and/or misappropriation of assets/resources;

◦ Information systems could become ineffective at identifying related party 
relationships and/or summarising transactions and account balances;

◦ Related party transactions may not be conducted under normal business 
terms & conditions i.e may not be at arm’s length.

� Financial reporting frameworks establish specific accounting & Financial reporting frameworks establish specific accounting & Financial reporting frameworks establish specific accounting & Financial reporting frameworks establish specific accounting & 
disclosure requirements for related party relationships, disclosure requirements for related party relationships, disclosure requirements for related party relationships, disclosure requirements for related party relationships, 
transactions and balances to enable the users to understand transactions and balances to enable the users to understand transactions and balances to enable the users to understand transactions and balances to enable the users to understand 
their implications on the FStheir implications on the FStheir implications on the FStheir implications on the FS



� What’s the risk?What’s the risk?What’s the risk?What’s the risk?
◦ Management not aware of the existence of all related party relationships 
and transactions (Financial reporting framework silent);

◦ Greater opportunity for an intentional manipulation, concealment or 
collusion by management.

� Responsibilities of an auditorResponsibilities of an auditorResponsibilities of an auditorResponsibilities of an auditor
� Financial reporting framework establishes specific requirements (AS 18): � Financial reporting framework establishes specific requirements (AS 18): 

perform audit procedures to ensure that the management adheres to the 
same or identify and assess management’s failure to appropriately adhere 
to these;

� No requirements laid down by Financial reporting framework: obtain an 
understanding of the related party relationships and transactions to 
assess and conclude whether the FS give a true & fair view of the said 
transactions including fair presentation or are misleading

� Understanding of related party relationships to assess existence of fraud 
risk factors (susceptibility to fraud)



� Objectives for auditorsObjectives for auditorsObjectives for auditorsObjectives for auditors
◦ Obtain an understanding of the related party relationships and 
transactions so as to recognise and identify fraud risk factors and whether 
the FS are affected by the said transactions; and

◦ Obtain sufficient and appropriate audit evidence that the related party 
relationships and transactions have been properly identified, accounted 
for and disclosed in the FS according to the framework.

� Responsibilities of an auditorResponsibilities of an auditorResponsibilities of an auditorResponsibilities of an auditor� Responsibilities of an auditorResponsibilities of an auditorResponsibilities of an auditorResponsibilities of an auditor
� Financial reporting framework establishes specific requirements (AS 18): 

perform audit procedures to ensure that the management adheres to the 
same or identify and assess management’s failure to appropriately adhere 
to these;

� No requirements laid down by Financial reporting framework: obtain an 
understanding of the related party relationships and transactions to 
assess and conclude whether the FS give a true & fair view of the said 
transactions including fair presentation or are misleading

� Understanding of related party relationships to assess existence of fraud 
risk factors (susceptibility to fraud)



Requirements of the StandardRequirements of the StandardRequirements of the StandardRequirements of the Standard

� Risk assessment procedures & related activities;

� Identification and assessment of the risks of material 
misstatement associated with related party relationships and 
transactions;

� Responses to the risks of material misstatement associated 
with related party relationships and transactions;with related party relationships and transactions;

� Evaluation of the accounting for & disclosure of identified 
related party relationships and transactions;

� Obtain written representations;

� Communication with those charged with governance; and

� Documentation of the work done



Risk assessment procedures & related activitiesRisk assessment procedures & related activitiesRisk assessment procedures & related activitiesRisk assessment procedures & related activities

� Understand the entity’s related party relationships and 
transactions (nature and purpose):
◦ Understanding of the client’s business;

◦ Prior year’s audits;

◦ Management inquiries for current year audits;

◦ Control established on identification, authorisation/approval, accounting ◦ Control established on identification, authorisation/approval, accounting 
for and disclosure of transactions in accordance with the Financial 
reporting framework.

Note: audit planning is very importantNote: audit planning is very importantNote: audit planning is very importantNote: audit planning is very important

� Be alert for related party relationships while reviewing 
information, records and documents (indications of existence 
of relationships and one off transactions);

� Share known related party information with the engagement 
team



Identify and assess risk of material misstatement/sIdentify and assess risk of material misstatement/sIdentify and assess risk of material misstatement/sIdentify and assess risk of material misstatement/s

� Fraud risk and other significant risks
◦ Transactions outside the normal course of business/one off transactions: 
significant risk

Response to the risk of material misstatementResponse to the risk of material misstatementResponse to the risk of material misstatementResponse to the risk of material misstatement

� Previously unidentified or undisclosed relationships by 
management: confirmation of existence based on underlying management: confirmation of existence based on underlying 
circumstances;
◦ Communication with management and further inquiries;

◦ Indication of failure of management’s control;

◦ Perform substantive audit procedures to assess reasonableness of 
significant related party transactions;

◦ Perform additional audit procedures, if necessary;

◦ In case of intentional non disclosure by management, consider fraud risk 
and implications on the audit 



� Related party transactions outside the normal course of Related party transactions outside the normal course of Related party transactions outside the normal course of Related party transactions outside the normal course of 
businessbusinessbusinessbusiness
◦ Contract/agreements along with amendments and side agreements;

◦ Assess the terms of the contract for reasonableness and for existence of 
fraud risk factors;

◦ Authorisation/approvals;

◦ Assess the transactions based on key terms of contract;

◦ Accounting & disclosure in accordance with Financial reporting framework.◦ Accounting & disclosure in accordance with Financial reporting framework.

� Arm’s length (the key to success)Arm’s length (the key to success)Arm’s length (the key to success)Arm’s length (the key to success)
◦ Obtain sufficient & appropriate evidence?



� Accounting & disclosure requirements (AS 18 )Accounting & disclosure requirements (AS 18 )Accounting & disclosure requirements (AS 18 )Accounting & disclosure requirements (AS 18 )

� Written representations (management, those charged with Written representations (management, those charged with Written representations (management, those charged with Written representations (management, those charged with 
governance)governance)governance)governance)
◦ Identification and disclosure of all known related party relationships and 
transactions;

◦ Accounting and disclosure of related party relationships and transactions 
in accordance with the requirements of the frameworkin accordance with the requirements of the framework

� Communication to those charged with governanceCommunication to those charged with governanceCommunication to those charged with governanceCommunication to those charged with governance
◦ Communication of significant matters to Audit committee

� DocumentationDocumentationDocumentationDocumentation



� SA effective for audit of FS beginning or after 1 April 2009;SA effective for audit of FS beginning or after 1 April 2009;SA effective for audit of FS beginning or after 1 April 2009;SA effective for audit of FS beginning or after 1 April 2009;

� Deals with an auditor’s responsibilities regarding Deals with an auditor’s responsibilities regarding Deals with an auditor’s responsibilities regarding Deals with an auditor’s responsibilities regarding 
management’s use of going concern assumption in the management’s use of going concern assumption in the management’s use of going concern assumption in the management’s use of going concern assumption in the 
preparation of FS;preparation of FS;preparation of FS;preparation of FS;

� Objective of the auditor:Objective of the auditor:Objective of the auditor:Objective of the auditor:
◦ Obtain sufficient and appropriate audit evidence about the appropriateness 

of management’s use of the “going concern” assumption in the preparation 
and presentation of FS;

◦ To assess whether there exists any material uncertainty about the entity’s ◦ To assess whether there exists any material uncertainty about the entity’s 
ability to continue as a going concern and its implications on the audit 
report;

◦ Auditor’s responsibility exists although the Financial Reporting framework 
does not specify an explicit requirement for management to make a 
specific assessment of “going concern” assumption

◦ The auditor has inherent limitations in his ability to detect material 
misstatements arising out of future events and conditions that may 
threaten the “going concern” assumption;

◦ Absence of any reference to “going concern uncertainty” should not be 
taken as a guarantee of the entity to continue as a going concern.



� What is a “going concern” assumptionWhat is a “going concern” assumptionWhat is a “going concern” assumptionWhat is a “going concern” assumption
◦ Fundamental principle on the basis of which financial statements of an 

entity are prepared and presented;

◦ Entity is viewed as continuing in business for the foreseeable future;

◦ General purpose financial statements are prepared on a “going concern” 
basis;

◦ Special purpose financial statements may or may not be prepared on a 
“going concern” basis as they may not be prepared based on any particular 
Financial Reporting framework/s;Financial Reporting framework/s;

◦ “Going concern” assumption results in recording of assets and liabilities on 
the basis that the entity will be able to realise/settle the same in the 
normal course of business;

◦ Financial Reporting frameworks may or may not specify explicitly for 
managements to make a specific assessment of validity and assessment of 
“going concern” assumption while preparation of FS, however, as a 
fundamental principle, it is management’s responsibility to assess the 
ability of their entity to continue as a going concern. 



� What is a “going concern” assumptionWhat is a “going concern” assumptionWhat is a “going concern” assumptionWhat is a “going concern” assumption

◦ Going concern assumption is making a judgement at a point 
in time about the inherently uncertain future outcomes of 
events or conditions;

◦ Factors that affect the judgement:
� The degree of uncertainty associated with the outcome of an event or 

condition;

� Size and complexity of the entity;� Size and complexity of the entity;

� Nature of business and the degree to which external economic factors 
affect the same;

� Any judgement about future is based on information available about 
events and conditions at a point in time.

� What is material uncertainty?What is material uncertainty?What is material uncertainty?What is material uncertainty?
A material uncertainty exists as a result of an event or a condition, when the 
magnitude of its potential impact and likelihood of occurrence are significant.



� Events or conditions that cast a doubt about the “going Events or conditions that cast a doubt about the “going Events or conditions that cast a doubt about the “going Events or conditions that cast a doubt about the “going 
concern” assumptionconcern” assumptionconcern” assumptionconcern” assumption
◦ Net current liability sustained over a long period of time or of significant 

magnitude;

◦ Reliance of short term borrowings to finance long term loan maturities;

◦ Fixed term borrowings about to mature without any prospects or 
expectations of repayment or renewal;

◦ Withdrawal of financial support by banks/FIs and creditors;

◦ Negative operating cash flows sustained over a period of time;◦ Negative operating cash flows sustained over a period of time;

◦ Adverse key financial ratios;

◦ Significant deterioration in asset values that generate cash flows;

◦ Cash losses;

◦ Operating losses;

◦ Inability to pay creditors/dividends;

◦ Inability to comply with loan covenants;

◦ Inability to get funding for new projects;

◦ Change of business terms from credit to cash on delivery



� Events or conditions that cast a doubt about the “going Events or conditions that cast a doubt about the “going Events or conditions that cast a doubt about the “going Events or conditions that cast a doubt about the “going 
concern” assumptionconcern” assumptionconcern” assumptionconcern” assumption
◦ Management’s intention to close down operations or curtail operations;

◦ Resignations by key management personnel without any apparent reason 
and replacement;

◦ Loss of key customer;

◦ Loss of key markets;

◦ Labour unrest/strikes;

◦ Shortage or unavailability of key raw materials/suuplies;

◦ Emergence of severe competition;

◦ Non compliance with statutory requirements;

◦ Significant legal suits, if the entity looses, it will not be able to pay off the 
penalties or claims;

◦ Changes in law or regulations that significantly are expected to affect the 
entity 



� Auditor’s responsibilities:Auditor’s responsibilities:Auditor’s responsibilities:Auditor’s responsibilities:

◦ Risk assessment procedures: consider whether there are 
conditions or events that cast significant doubt on the entity’s 
ability to continue as a going concern;

◦ Discuss with management whether they have performed 
preliminary assessment of existence of such conditions and 
events, if they exist, management’s plans to respond to them;

◦ Evaluate management’s assessment of “going concern” for the 
period for which they have performed the same;period for which they have performed the same;

◦ Assess whether the management’s assessment complies with 
the requirements of the Financial Reporting framework 
applicable to the entity;

◦ Assess the relevance and completeness of information 
supporting management’s assessment of “going concern”;

◦ Request management to assess the “going concern” 
assumption beyond the period covered till the sign off of the 
audit report.



� Auditor’s responsibilities:Auditor’s responsibilities:Auditor’s responsibilities:Auditor’s responsibilities:

If auditor concludes that a material uncertainty exists related 
to events and conditions that cast a doubt on the entity’s 
going concern:

� Use of “going concern” assumption appropriate: 

� whether the financial statements adequately describe the key events 
or conditions that cast doubt on the “going concern” assumption and 
management’s plans to deal with the same;management’s plans to deal with the same;

� Disclose the fact that due to the material uncertainty to continue as a 
“going concern” the entity may not be able to realise its assets or 
settle its liabilities in the normal course of business;

� Include “Emphasis of Matter” paragraph in the audit report but give an 
unmodified opinion;

� In case adequate disclosure is not made of the condition, auditor 
should express a qualified or adverse opinion as appropriate.



� Auditor’s responsibilities:Auditor’s responsibilities:Auditor’s responsibilities:Auditor’s responsibilities:

If auditor concludes that a material uncertainty exists related 
to events and conditions that cast a doubt on the entity’s 
going concern:

� Use of “going concern” assumption not appropriate: 

� The auditor should qualify his opinion: adverse opinion.



� Additional procedures if conditions/events are identified:Additional procedures if conditions/events are identified:Additional procedures if conditions/events are identified:Additional procedures if conditions/events are identified:
◦ Whether management is aware of those conditions or 
events;

◦ Management’s assessment of those conditions/events and 
their impact on the “going concern” assumption;

◦ Evaluation of management’s plans of future actions to 
respond to the identified conditions/events;

◦ Assessment of the likely outcomes of management’s ◦ Assessment of the likely outcomes of management’s 
actions, whether likely to improve the situation or 
otherwise;

◦ Analysis of cash flow forecasts;
◦ Reliability of the data underlying forecasts;
◦ Assessment of assumptions underlying forecasts;
◦ Written representations from management and those 
charged with governance



� Communication with those charged with governance:Communication with those charged with governance:Communication with those charged with governance:Communication with those charged with governance:

◦ Conditions or events that cast a doubt on the entity’s ability 
to continue as a “going concern”;

◦ Whether the events or conditions imply significant 
uncertainty;

◦ Whether the use of “going concern” assumption is 
appropriate in preparation and presentation of financial 
statements;statements;

◦ The related disclosures in the financial statements; and

◦ The impact of the same on auditor’s report.



Thank youThank you


